Stay on the cutting edge with
GAMKA. We solve problems.
With an inventory of more
than 30,000 sale items, 1,400
pieces of rental equipment,
9,000 parts, an experienced
staff and a centrally located
facility in Edison, NJ, Gamka
has the ability to provide the
right solutions for contractors
and industry. Gamka is a full
service construction equipment
and supplies provider and offers
construction chemicals,
hardware, portable and hand
tools, geotextile fabrics, diamond products
for cutting
and drilling, safety equipment
and so much more. Gamka
offers early deliveries, inhouse trucking, and expert
service. Don’t
settle for less
when Gamka
can provide
the complete
a n s w e r.
G a m k a
solves application isVisitors are welcome at 983 New sues every
Durham Road, in Edison, NJ. Come
with
to our 2,000 sq. ft. showroom and day,
the
correct
see what Gamka is all about, meet
the people, learn for yourself how product for
we can solve construction problems the job.
for you.
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We call it ApplicationEngineered Solutions
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Cutting Depth Chart
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Cutting
Diameter Depths
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CUTTING
GUIDE
“Let's cut it together!”
Call GAMKA Toll Free:

888-248-1400

Tel: 732-248-1400 Fax: 732-248-1445
Website: www.gamka.com
983 New Durham Road
Edison, NJ 08817

The
TECHNOLOGY of
CUTTING

Not all cuts are equal, nor horizontal.
For versatility, hand-held cutoff saws are hard to beat.
They are the jack of all trades in the cutting business,
depending on the application. Standard blade diameters
are 12” and 14”. Pow-

ple as it appears.
Cutting concrete,
This Slab Saw has a 65 hp
gasoline engine and will accept
a 36” blade.

how. GAMKA
This Cutoff Saw is ideal for
concrete and masonry but will
slice through piping and ceramics.

block, brick,

crete, metal pipes and

pavers and asphalt

wood, in demolition work. Change the blade for the job

looks easy. Choosing the right equipment is not. How deep to cut often
determines what saw to use. Deep cuts

ting quickly

product know

blades to 5,000 RPM,

brick and block, con-

motors. Cut-

cally takes

gines that spin the

they will cut asphalt,

electric and air

and economi-

ered by gasoline en-

It just isn’t as sim-

gasoline and diesel engines, hydraulic,

at hand and go!

Cut concrete like you would
cut a tree with this hydraulic
powered diamond chain
saw.

will assist in reaching the correct decision
by offering numerous options, all dependent on the application. GAMKA has diamond blades for virtually every purpose,
wet and dry cutting, and ranging from

Block, brick, pavers, tile: all different.

Economy to Super Premium in pricing.
The user must decide to rent or purchase

take a large blade and lots of horse-

Want the most efficient cutting? Know your

the equipment and the blade. Call GAMKA

power to drive it. If it is concrete, is it

material or waste time and money. Just be-

for the best method for the project.

fresh? Green? Cured? Is dust an issue

cause it looks like a paver

or will water be the problem? The science in building a diamond matrix is
complex. Driving the blade decision

For thick or thin
with gas or electric power options.

GAMKA has choices!

does not mean that all are

created equal. When in doubt ask a Gamka

“Let’s cut it together!”

expert.

may be price considerations: more dia-

Cut concrete with a chain saw?

monds, more life, more cost.

Yes, there is such a thing and it slices through concrete
reinforcements and masonry stone also. Driven by ex-

Gamka Sales Company, Inc.

GAMKA’s rental saws will cut to a

haust fume free, explosion-proof hydraulic power, this

maximum depth of 12.625” with a 30”

diamond chain saw makes plunge, bottom, notch, trim

983 New Durham Road
Edison, NJ 08817
Toll Free: 888-248-1400

diameter blade. Many other sizes and

and corner cuts with no overcutting, to 15” or 20”

Toll Free: 888-248-1400

blades to 54” in diameter are available

depths. Just try that with a round blade.

for rent or purchase.

There are different power sources for versatility such as

Phone: 732-248-1400
Fax: 732-248-1445
Website: www.gamka.com

